What if...?

We philosophize about people and ants and
compare their behavior with each other.

philosophy

CHANCE OR DESIGN?
Everyday, millions of ants go from their nest to the place where they collect their food, whithout causing any constrains in traffic.
How do they do that?
When ants leave the nest, they navigate along returning ants and instinctively take into account that ants returning with food,
are less mobile. They adjust themselves by reducing speed and by forming a colony and move collectively.
According to scientists this helps the ants to reech their destination faster. Because they get priority and avoid collisions.
Ants can also communicate by touching eachothers antennas which allows them to solve complex navigation problems.
But people spend billions of hours in traffic jams every year.
Scientists hope to be able to mimic the instinctive sense of navigation of ants by developing trafic systems that promote the traffic flow, no
matter the circumstances on the road.
What do you think? How did the ants get so ‘traffic smart’? By chance or by design?

What did you see?
What does the video show?

What if?
how?

What if ants had human characteristics?
What would be the consequences?
What would the world/your life look like?
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What if humans had ant characteristics?
What would be the consequences?
What would our life look like?
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What if humans were just as small as ants?
What if ants were the size of humans?
cle.

RULES
•
•
•
•
•

We listen to each other.
We don't judge.
We don't laugh at or make fun of
anyone.
We actively participate.
If we want to say something, we take
the talking stick. If someone else is
talking, we wait until that person has
finished talking.

